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Tile Color Inspiration Room
by Room
Searching for a tile color for your space? With so
many attractive tile colors to choose from,
settling on the perfect one can be a challenge.
While the right tile color for you depends on
many factors, including your personal aesthetic
and the size of your space, your first
consideration should be the function of the room
you plan on tiling.

Color Code

How to Deal with Flooded Tile
Installations

Qualify Your Tile Installation
Contractor with These 5 Questions

Flooded tile installations have been top-ofmind lately given two extreme hurricanes
within two weeks. In anticipation of
questions, CTEF has pooled together advice
about how commonly dry area tile
installations act as a submerged swimming
pool-like installation for a period of time.

If you're like most homeowners, you want a
qualified tile installer and great installation
for your bathroom, kitchen, or home
remodel. How then to qualify your tile
installation contractor? NTCA's Mark
Heinlein shares his simple formula for
qualifying installation professionals.
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Trend Alert: Stacked Subway Tile
Our favorite tile layout pattern is getting a
makeover, and we think you’ll be pleased
with the results. In case you haven’t
already heard the buzz, we’re referring to
subway tile’s newest twist: stacked tile.

Tile of Spain Presents a New Web
Series: Meet The Makers
Tile of Spain invites you to meet the
creative minds responsible for crafting some
of the world’s most exquisite ceramic
collections in its brand-new web series,
Meet the Makers.
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On the Surface: Choosing and Caring for Natural Stone Finishes
Kat Coleman, owner and principal of Long Beach, California-based Topkat Design Group, had a client
who loved Carrara marble and wanted her entire bathroom to feature natural stone: main bathroom
floor, shower floors, and walls with a decorative feature wall behind a claw-foot tub. “We are talking
Ritz-Carlton style,” Coleman says.

Great Care

Supermarket Architecture
Following his experience working with
Ignazio Gardella on the Esselunga

2021 CID Award Winner Spotlight:
Additional Special Recognition Projects

supermarket projects, Carlo Alberto
Maggiore continued to modernize the
architectural image of these retail spaces
with his design for the new Migross
supermarket chain’s flagship store in
Bozzolo in the province of Mantua.

Grocery Glam

At Coverings 2021, we honored outstanding
Special Recognition projects that
demonstrated spectacular craftsmanship
and creativity in the use of tile & stone.
Check out this spotlight on projects who
were recognized across a variety of types.
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Complimentary Registration to Coverings 2022 Now Open!
April 5-8, Las Vegas Convention Center
Coverings is the preeminent event for the ceramic tile & natural stone industry in North America. Join
us in 2022 to discover hundreds of global companies, product innovations, insights, and industry
connections you need to grow your business. Coverings: providing the solutions you need to thrive.

Register Now at No Cost

Coverings Show Management
Taffy Event Strategies
2300 Clarendon Blvd, Ste 305
Arlington, VA 22201

(571) 313-5159
info@coverings.com
Coverings Website
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